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State Of The Art Video Surveillance Solution For
Prestigious Adelaide’s Boys’ School
Safety At School

potential during his upgrade of the video surveillance

A modern video surveillance solution installed in a

system at Prince Alfred College in Adelaide, Australia.

school can perform the crucial task of ensuring safety

Established in 1869 and one of Australia’s most pres-

of staff and students. Effective detection and resolution

tigious private boy’s schools, the educational institute

of incidents is combined with sophisticated access con-

sees over 1200 pupils come through its doors, both as

trol to make it the perfect tool for the job. It also works

day students and boarders. The school’s analogue video

as a great deterrent against anti-social behaviour, such

surveillance system had become notorious for being

as vandalism or violence.

unreliable and frustrating to use. “The only way to be

Since the advent of the MOBOTIX door station, a

sure of successfully retrieving footage of an incident

MOBOTIX camera can make calls and send footage to

would be to have the cameras monitored live 24/7,”

an IP video phone. Dave Richards, Managing Director

Dave explains. As he explored the options to update

of Audio Alarm Vision, has unlocked this untapped

the system, MOBOTIX IP technology seemed the best
fit. The decentralised concept, with the high quality
images being processed and compressed in the camera
itself, combined with intelligent event-driven recording,
means that neither the existing network, nor the storage
facilities, are overburdened. Combined with maximum
coverage for fewer cameras, this made it the ideal solution for a large site of this nature.
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MOBOTIX ... The HiRes Video Company

A Highly Efficient, Effective And
Reliable Operation
Exploiting SIP Technology

cameras and 3x RAID5 QNAP storage centres. The cam-

Dave worked closely with Chris Downing, Systems

eras were integrated into the PBX using 3cx software

Engineerat the school, to design the integration, and it

and configured with the MOBOTIX video management

was decided that rather than replace the entire system,

software, in a fully customised set up. Authorised mem-

MOBOTIX cameras would be installed in new locations,

bers of staff can dial into any camera, as each one has

as well as replacing any existing defunct analogue

been allocated its own phone number. They can then

cameras. They were particularly intrigued by the cam-

view live footage on the 7 inch HD touch screen, which

eras’ built-in SIP server, ever since having seen the

also offers rudimentary PTZ functions and an intercom.

MOBOTIX T24 (now superseded by the T25) door station

Further capabilities to view and search recordings are

connect to a Grandstream video phone. Using the SIP

available to authorised staff on dedicated PCs. However,

protocol, thanks to a functionality written into all current

retrieval and downloading of specific footage is strictly

MOBOTIX camera firmware, any MOBOTIX camera can

limited to security personnel, who perform this function

communicate with a phone directly over the internal

on request and only release recordings when deemed

PBX, or externally via VOIP. Dave became determined

appropriate. This implementation not only maximises

to reconfigure a camera to make a phone call. “A late

the security around accessing recordings and surveil-

night at home experimenting with 3cx VoIP phone soft-

lance, but it has also resulted a highly efficient, effective

ware, I managed to get a MOBOTIX camera to call one

and reliable operation, with four times as many cam-

of the phones at the school. When I told Chris he nearly

eras. “Now the security officers have even more time to

fell off his chair!”

complete other tasks relating to their job, with surveillance taking up a much smaller proportion of their shift”,

A Fully Customised Solution

Dave explains. “The quality of footage is astounding,

With this breakthrough, Dave was able to convince

and because it’s best in class in terms of storage and

Prince Alfred’s College to combine the update to the

cameras, the system is finally reliable,” Chris adds.

video surveillance system with a rollout of new communication equipment. A SIP server was installed onsite,
along with 180 IP-based Yealink phones, 45 MOBOTIX
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A Paradigm Shift
As MOBOTIX technology is further enhanced and developed, concurrently with the continuous advances in com-

Q25

munication, the possibilities are practically endless in
terms of what can be achieved. Indeed, this particular
project shows a paradigm shift in thinking around
surveillanceand communication technology in general,
something we are likely to see much more of in the
future. Both Dave and Chris feel they have only scratched
the surface in this area and they have plans to add further functionality, such as using the cameras in
evacuationprocedures to play sounds and the postevacuation footage for analysis afterwards. Or to alert
staff of an event via phone and then display the footage
live, where a verbose SIP header can provide additional
information. Although this last feature covers the same
ground as the alarm notifications built into the MOBOTIX
video management software, it nevertheless demonstrates the considerable possibilities of SIP technology.
The integration of phone and communication systems

T25

is set to continue evolving to both maximise effective
coverage and minimize manpower requirements, thus
allowing integrators to offer ever more effective customised solutions.
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MOBOTIX – Made in Germany:

Innovative Technology, Reduced Total Costs
leading pioneer in network camera technology since its

Backup Power Supply Costs Reduced By Over
80 Percent

founding in 1999, and its decentralized concept has made

Low power consumption, approximately four watts, enables

high-resolution video systems cost-efficient.

year-round PoE (no heating required) with one centralized

The German company MOBOTIX AG is known as the

Increased Resolution Reduces Amount Of
Cameras Needed

UPS from installation room using the network cabling.

Robust And Practically Maintenance-Free

High-resolution sensors of up to 6 megapixels provide a

Fiberglass-reinforced composite housing with built-in cable

better overview and allow an entire room to be monitored

protection and no mechanical moving parts (no auto iris)

with just one camera.

guarantees longevity.

Reduced Installation Costs At Any Distance
A standard Ethernet connection enables the use of readi-

Software For Thousands Of Cameras And
Storage Devices Included

ly available IT network components, such as copper, opti-

The right premium user interface software for every appli-

cal fiber, and wireless.

cation: MxEasy for compact video solutions, MxManage-

Intelligent Cameras Reduce The Number Of
Recording Devices

mentCenter for the professional control center and the
MOBOTIX App for on the go.

store data from approximately ten times more cameras to

Unlimited Scalability And High Return On
Investment

a single storage device than is normally possible.

While in use, more cameras and storage can be added at

The decentralized MOBOTIX concept makes it possible to

Event-Controlled Image Format Minimizes
Storage Costs

any time; image format, frame rate & recording parameters are camera specific.

Automatic image adjustment (frame rate, size) based on

Additional Functions And Other Extras Included

movement, sound or signal input reduces the bandwidth

Audio support, lens, wall mount and weatherproof housing

and storage requirements.

(-30 to +60 °C; -22 to +140 °F) are included; microphone

Low Power Costs, No Extra Heating
Anti-fogging without heating allows usage of standard PoE
technology to power the system via Ethernet or two-wire
cable, saving power cabling costs.
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& speaker available in almost all models.
MOBOTIX AG
Kaiserstrasse
D-67722 Langmeil, Germany
Tel.: +49 6302 9816-103
Fax: +49 6302 9816-190
E-Mail: sales@mobotix.com
www.mobotix.com

